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Abstract: The "Android Application for Online Fertilizer Selling and Accounting" aims to streamline the 

process of buying and selling fertilizers through a user-friendly mobile application. This comprehensive 

platform facilitates a secure and convenient marketplace for users, integrating essential features for both 

buyers and sellers. The application encompasses user authentication, a detailed product catalog, efficient 

shopping cart functionality, secure checkout and payment options, order tracking, and dedicated interfaces 

for sellers to manage their products and orders. For buyers, the application provides an intuitive interface 

to explore a diverse catalog of fertilizers, categorized for easy navigation. 

Users can securely authenticate, add products to their cart, and complete transactions using various 

payment methods. The order tracking feature ensures transparency and keeps users informed about the 

status of their purchases. The application also maintains an order history for reference. 

Sellers benefit from a dedicated management interface, allowing them to efficiently update and manage 

their fertilizer inventory. The platform ensures accurate accounting through the integration of invoicing 

features, generating detailed invoices for each transaction. This streamlines the selling process and helps 

sellers keep track of their sales and revenue. 

By combining the convenience of online shopping with robust accounting functionalities, the Android 

application for online fertilizer selling and accounting seeks to enhance the overall experience for users in 

the agricultural sector. The goal is to foster a reliable and efficient marketplace that meets the needs of 

both buyers and sellers in the fertilizer industry. 
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